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PARIS Seminar - Feeding & Fueling The City - on October 3 at LE GRAND TRAIN
Site
By La Fabrique de La Cite

PARIS, 08.10.2016, 09:19 Time

USPA NEWS - Were organized by Think Tank 'La Fabrique de la Cité' a cycle of conferences around the theme 'Feeding and Fueling
the City' exploring dynamic of urban logistics and the different innovative solutions brought to the challenges related to the supply of
the cities of tomorrow...

Were organized by Think Tank 'La Fabrique de la Cité' a cycle of conferences around the theme 'Feeding and Fueling the City'
exploring dynamic of urban logistics and the different innovative solutions brought to the challenges related to the supply of the cities of
tomorrow.

On October 3, 2016, was given a Seminar to bring the Report on the previous conferences, making comments, exchanges between
the various participants and guests, always under the theme 'Feeding and Fueling the City' focusing on PARIS.

The different speakers were in chronological order as follow :

- Cécile MAISONNEUVE : President of Think Tank 'La Fabrique de la Cité', animating also the debate
- Catherine RONGE : President 'weave.air'
- Alexandre GRASSIGNY : Research Officer, 'La Fabrique de la Cité'
- Jérôme LIBESKIND : President 'Logicités'
- Philippe DE CARNE : Vice-President Innovation Department 'Geodis'
- Etienne LENGEREAU : Responsible of Project 'Mission Grand Paris' of 'La Poste Group'
- Laetitia DABLANC : Research Director 'IFSTTAR'
- Olivier BADOT : Journalist 'L'Usine Digitale'

The issues vere various and covering : e-commerce, supply chains and issues in a city like PARIS, property management of land, the
quality of roads, small businesses, tolls, urban deserts,...

Source : Seminar 'Feeding and Fueling the City' on October 3, 2016 at 'Le Grand Train' site in PARIS
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